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Sugarcane is one of the most productive plants on Earth, providing 80 percent of the sugar and 30 percent of the bioethanol produced worldwide. Its size and efficient use of water and light give it ...

Sweet success: First precision breeding of sugarcane with CRISPR-Cas9
The CRISPR-Cas system is incredibly effective ... using RNA sequences made in a lab. Those “guide RNA” molecules tell Cas9 where to cut DNA in a cell. For their discovery, Charpentier and ...

What Is CRISPR, and Why Is It So Important?
First successful use aboard International Space Station of new technique for studying DNA repair in yeast. Researchers have developed and successfully demonstrated a novel method for studying how ...

Astronauts Successfully Demonstrate CRISPR/Cas9 Genetic Editing in Space for the First Time
Based Gene Drive in Plants New technology designed to breed more robust crops to improve agricultural yield and resist the effects of climate change. With a goal of breeding resilient crops that are ...

New CRISPR/Cas9 Plant Genetics Technology to Improve Agricultural Yield and Resist the Effects of Climate Change
The CRISPR-Cas systems are one such mechanism ... The two RNA molecules can even be fused in the laboratory to form a single guide RNA molecule, making the system even easier to use. In addition, ...

Natural functions of CRISPR-Cas
A recent study by researchers from Sweden and the United Kingdom shows that CRISPR/Cas9-based genomic ... Science for Life Laboratory in Sweden, with an end goal of characterizing Cas9-induced ...

A new study reveals unintended CRISPR/Cas9 editing events
By Jocelyn Kaiser Jun. 26, 2021 , 11:15 AM The gene editor CRISPR excels at fixing disease mutations in lab-grown cells ... an mRNA encoding the protein Cas, the CRISPR component that snips ...

CRISPR injected into the blood treats a genetic disease for first time
6 MBIB Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 ... Science, this issue p. 839 CRISPR-Cas systems provide microbes with adaptive immunity to infectious nucleic acids and are ...

Programmed DNA destruction by miniature CRISPR-Cas14 enzymes
The gene editor CRISPR excels at fixing disease mutations in lab-grown cells. But using CRISPR to treat most people with genetic disorders requires clearing an enormous hurdle: getting the molecular ...

Gene editor injected into the body treats disease
The technique uses CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing technology ... and senior researchers alike what is possible onboard our laboratory in space." Co-author Sarah Castro-Wallace says, "It was an honor ...

Astronauts demonstrate CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing in space
An extensively debated concern about CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing is that unspecific guide RNA (gRNA) binding may induce off-target mutations. However, accurate prediction of CRISPR-Cas9 off-target ...

Long-read sequencing reveals unforeseen CRISPR-Cas9 activity
Two decades later, her lab is still focused on RNA ... have discovered special genes that they are calling CRISPR-associated, or Cas. She put her research team on the trail of Cas proteins ...

Emmanuelle Charpentier And Jennifer Doudna Sharpened Mother Nature’s Genetic Scissors And Won The Nobel For It
Researchers have now used the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing technology and combined it with the power of gene drive. This technoogy might eventually be used to engineer more resilient or productive plants.

Towards More Efficient Plant Engineering with CRISPR-Cas9 Gene Drive
3 Guangdong Provincial Key Laboratory of Genome Read and Write ... NNARR-3? and BvCas12 5?-TYTN-3?) using a universal DNB pool for these different CRISPR-Cas systems. We also queried the DNA binding ...

DNB-based on-chip motif finding: A high-throughput method to profile different types of protein-DNA interactions
researchers in Professor Yunde Zhao's lab, along with colleagues at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, demonstrated the successful design of a CRISPR-Cas9-based gene drive that cuts and ...

First CRISPR-Cas9-based gene drive cuts and copies genetic elements in Arabidopsis plants
The CRISPR-based test, initially named Feluda after the fictional detective, was developed by the CSIR lab, Institute of Genomics ... The paper strip test encodes the Cas-9 protein that can ...

37 CSIR labs to partner with TataMD to expand CRISPR-based RT PCR
But the highly complex sugarcane genome poses challenges for conventional breeding, requiring more than a decade of trials for the development of an improved cultivar. Two recently published ...

Sweet success: CABBI demonstrates first precision breeding of sugarcane with CRISPR-Cas9
Three years after the experiment was conceived and designed by high school students, astronauts have demonstrated the first successful use of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing in a microgravity environment ...
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